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Put two side-by-side panels on the interface. In the
first, show a set of items that the user can select at
will; in the other, show the content of the selected
item.

14 canvas plus palette 34

Place an iconic palette next to a blank canvas; the
user clicks on the palette buttons to create objects
on the canvas.

Show each of the application's pages within a single
window. As a user drills down through a menu of
options, or into an object's details, replace the
window contents completely with the new page.

alternative views 39

Let the user choose among alternative views that
are structurally different, not just cosmetically
different, from the default view.

wizard 42

Lead the user through the interface step by step,
doing tasks in a prescribed order.

extras on demand 45

Show the most important content up front, but hide
the rest. Let the user reach it via a single, simple
gesture.

intriguing branches 47

Place links to interesting content in unexpected
places, and label them in a way that attracts the
curious user.

multi-level help 49

Use a mixture of lightweight and heavyweight help
techniques to support users with varying needs.
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Present only a few entry points into the interface;
make them task-oriented and descriptive.

global navigation 66

Using a small section of every page, show a
consistent set of links or buttons that take the user
to key sections of the site or application.
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hub and spoke 68

Isolate the sections of the app into mini-applications,
each with one way in (from the main page) and one
way out (back to the main page).

pyramid 71

Link a sequence of pages with Back/Next links.
Combine this sequential presentation with a main
page that links to and from al! pages in the
sequence.

modal panel 74

Show only one page, with no other navigation
options, until the user solves the immediate problem.

sequence map 76

On each page in a sequence, show a map of all of
the pages in order, including a "You are here"
indicator.

breadcrumbs 78

On each page in a hierarchy, show a map of all the
parent pages, up to the main page.

annotated scrollbar 80

Make the scrollbar serve double-duty as a map of the

content, or as a "You are here" indicator.

color-coded sections 82

Use color to identify which section of an application

or site that a page belongs to.

animated transition 84

Smooth out a startling or dislocating transition with

an animation that makes it feel natural.

escape hatch 86

On each page that has limited navigation options,
place a button or link that clearly gets the user out
of that page and back to a known place.
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Design each page to use the same basic layout,
colors, and stylistic elements, but give the design
enough flexibility to handle varying page content.

33 center stage 103

Put the most important part of the Ul into the largest
subsection of the page or window; cluster secondary
tools and content around it in smaller panels.

34 titled sections 107

Define separate sections of content by giving each
one a visually strong title, and then laying them all
out on the page together.

35 card stack 109

Put sections of content onto separate panels or
"cards," and stack them up so only one is visible at a
time; use tabs or other devices to give users access
to them.

36 closable panels 111

Put sections of content onto separate panels, and let
the user open and close each of them separately
from the others.

37 movable panels 114

Put different tools or sections of content onto
separate panels, and let the user move them around
to form a custom layout.

38 right/left alignment 116

When designing a two-column form or table, right-
align the labels on the left, and left-align the items
on the right.

39 diagonal balance 118

Arrange page elements in an asymmetric fashion,
but balance it by putting visual weight into both the
upper-left and lower-right corners.

40 property sheet 120

Use a two-column or form-style layout to show the
user that an object's properties are edited on this
page.

41 responsive disclosure 123

Starting with a very minimal Ul, guide a user through
a series of steps by showing more of the Ul as he
completes each step.

42 responsive enabling 125

Starting with a Ul that's mostly disabled, guide a
user through a series of steps by enabling more of
the Ul as each step is done.
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43 liquid layout 128

As the user resizes the window, resize the page

contents along with it so the page is constantly

"filled."
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Present related actions as a small cluster of buttons,
aligned either horizontally or vertically. Create several
of them if there are more than three or four actions.

45 action panel 140

Instead of using menus, present a large group of
related actions on a Ul panel that's richly organized
and always visible.

46 prominent "done" button 144

Place the button that finishes a transaction at the end
of the visual flow; make it big and well-labeled.

47 smart menu items 146

Change menu labels dynamically to show precisely
what they would do when invoked.

48 preview 147

Show users a preview or summary of what will happen
when they perform an action.

49 progress indicator 149

Show the user how much progress was made on a
time-consuming operation.

50 cancelability 151

Provide a way to instantly cancel a time-consuming

operation, with no side effects.

multi-level undo 153

Provide a way to easily reverse a series of actions
performed by the user.

command history 156

As the user performs actions, keep a visible record of
what was done, to what, and when.

macros 158

Macros are single actions composed of other, smaller
actions. Users can create them by putting together
sequences of actions.

The Basics of Information Graphics 161
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overview plus detail 174

Place an overview of the graphic next to a zoomed
"detail view." As the user drags a viewport around the
overview, show that part of the graphic in the detail
view.

datatips 176

As the mouse rolls over a point of interest on the
graphic, put the data values for that point into a
tooltip or some other floating window.

dynamic queries 178

Provide ways to filter the data set immediately and
interactively. Employ easy-to-use standard controls,
such as sliders and checkboxes, to define which parts
of the data set get shown. As soon as the user adjusts
those controls, the results appear on the data display.

data brushing 181

Let the user select data items in one view; show the

same data selected simultaneously in another view.

local zooming 184

Show all the data in a single dense page, with small-
scale data items. Wherever the mouse goes, distort
the page to make those data items large and readable

row striping 187

Use two similar shades to alternately color the
backgrounds of the table rows.

sortable table 189

Show the data in a table, and let the user sort the
table rows according to the column values.

jump to item 191

When the user types the name of an item, jump
straight to that item and select it.

new-item row 193

Use the last row in the table to create a new item in
place.

cascading lists 195

Express a hierarchy by showing selectable lists of the
items in each hierarchy level. Selection of any item
shows that item's children in the next list.
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tree table 197 autocompletion 227

Put hierarchical data in columns, like a table, but use
an indented outline structure in the first column to
illustrate the tree structure.

multi-y graph 198

Stack multiple graph lines, one above the other, in one
panel; let them all share the same X axis.

small multiples 2 0 0

Create many small pictures of the data using two or
three data dimensions. Tile them on the page
according to one or two additional data dimensions,
either in a single comic-strip sequence, or in a 2D
matrix.

treemap 203

Express multidimensional and/or hierarchical data as
rectangles of various sizes. You can nest those
rectangles to show the hierarchy, and color or label
them to show additional variables.

The Basics of Form Design 207

Control Choice 209
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forgiving format 219

Permit users to enter text in a variety of formats and
syntaxes, and make the application interpret it
intelligently.

structured format 220

Instead of using one text field, use a set of text fields

that reflect the structure of the requested data.

fill-in-the-blanks 222

Arrange one or more fields in the form of a prose
sentence or phrase, with the fields as "blanks" to be
filled in by the user.

input hints 224

Beside an empty text field, place a sentence or
example that explains what is required.

input prompt 225

Prefill a text field or dropdown with a prompt that tells
the user what to do or type.

As the user types into a text field, anticipate the
possible answers and automatically complete the
entry when appropriate.

dropdown chooser 230

Extend the concept of a menu by using a drop-down
or pop-up panel to contain a more complex value-
selection Ul.

illustrated choices 233

Use pictures instead of words (or in addition to them)
to show available choices.

list builder 235

Show both the "source" and the "destination" lists on
the same page; let the user move items between
them.

good defaults 237

Wherever appropriate, prefill form fields with your
best guesses at the values the user wants.

same-page error messages 239

Place form error messages directly on the page with
the form itself; mark the top of the page with an error
message, and if possible, put indicators next to the
originating controls.
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Use a small, dynamic text editor to let the user change
text "in place": position the editor directly over the
original text, rather than using a separate panel or
dialog box.

smart selection 251

Make the software smart enough to automatically
select a coherent group of items, rather than making
the user do it.

81 composite selection 253

Use different gestures—or mouse clicks in different
screen areas, such as the composite's edges versus its
insides—to determine whether you should select a
composite itself or allow its contained objects to be
selected.
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When a mode is turned on, perform the operation
once. Then switch back automatically into the default
or previous mode.

spring-loaded mode 257

Let the user enter a mode by holding down a key or a
mouse button. When the user releases it, leave the
mode and go back to the previous one.

constrained resize 259

Supply resize modes with different behavior, such as
preserving aspect ratio, for use under special
circumstances.

magnetism 261

Make the objects "magnetic" to the things a user
positions them against. When the user drags an
object very near one of these things, it should stick.

guides 263

Offer horizontal and vertical reference lines to help
users align objects.

paste variations 266

Provide specialized paste functionality in addition to
the standard paste operation.

91

Instead of using ordinary right angles, use diagonals,
curves, or cutouts for some of the interface's box
corners. Make these corner treatments consistent
across the interface.

borders that echo fonts 3 0 0

When drawing borders and other lines, use the same
color, thickness, and curves used by one of the
design's major fonts.

92 hairlines 303

Use one-pixel-wide lines in borders, horizontal rules,
and textures.

93 contrasting font weights 306

Use two contrasting fonts—one thin and lightweight,
and the other heavier and darker—to separate
different levels of information and add visual interest.

94 skins 308

Open up the look-and-feel architecture of your
application so users can design their own graphics
and styles.
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291deep background

Place an image or gradient into the page's back-
ground that visually recedes behind the foreground
elements.

few hues, many values 294

Choose one, two, or at most three major color hues to
use in the interface. Create a color palette by selecting
assorted values (brightnesses) from within those few
hues.
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